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Reveal the Full Potential
in Every Student

revealmath.com

Reveal the Power and
Possibility of Math!
Reveal Math™ Integrated includes a wealth of print and
digital resources that lead to mastery of the standards.

Every classroom is unique, and each student is different
in terms of knowledge level and learning style. Teachers
need a set of tools as diverse as their students. Reveal
Math Integrated meets this need by providing students
the positive mindset, confidence, and skills to achieve
mastery of math standards while giving teachers an
effective, flexible way to assess understanding and
adapt instruction for every learner. Informed by the
latest research on how students learn best, Reveal
Math Integrated ensures students don’t just meet the
standards—they master them!

Reveal curiosity with mathematical exploration
and discovery that deepens conceptual understanding.

Reveal understanding with insightful

instructional resources to more effectively differentiate
and promote a positive student mindset.

Reveal possibilities with

purposeful technology that creates an active
classroom experience.
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The Science of Learning
Meets the Art of Teaching
The evolving field of educational research drove the approach of Reveal Math.
Our team was inspired by esteemed publications such as Principles to Actions (NCTM),
Mathematical Mindsets (Jo Boaler), and Making Sense of Math (Cathy Seeley), as well
as learning models including Bloom’s Taxonomy and Webb’s Depth of Knowledge
Guide. This solid foundation of academic research and direct feedback from hundreds
of educators just like you ensures that Reveal Math represents the cutting-edge of best
practices in mathematics instruction.

Research-Based Best Practices
NAME

DATE __________ PERIOD __________

On Trend
In 2014, ESPN published
a graph very similar to
this one.

What do you notice?

•

•

What questions can you ask?

How can I use these practices?
MP3 Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
I can use definitions to determine the linearity, intercepts, and symmetry of functions.

Talk About It! Share your observations and questions with a partner.
What do you notice about the observations you each made?
With your class, choose one of your questions and record it below. This
should be a question that you can answer by generating your own strategies.

How can you answer your questions?
What strategies can you use?

Ignite  On Trend

What assumptions, if any, will you make?
Why are you making these assumptions?

MP4 Model with mathematics.
I can determine the linearity and intercepts of functions that represent situations
arising in everyday life and interpret their meaning in context.

© McGraw-Hill Education

Spark Students to Ask “Why?”
Ignite! Activities are designed to
spark student curiosity and motivate
them to ask questions, solve
complex problems, and develop a
can-do approach to mathematics.

Build Students’ Confidence in
Their Abilities
Learning targets in the form of
“I Can” statements appear at
the beginning of each lesson to
communicate the lesson objective
in student-friendly language.

Nurture Curiosity with Rich Tasks
Online Explore activities begin
with an open-ended question and
require deep conceptual thinking
from the learner. At the end of the
Explore activity, students apply
their learning in order to answer the
Inquiry Question. The focus is on
student exploration and reasoning,
not just getting the right answer.

The expert advisor team behind
Reveal Math includes thought
leaders at the forefront of
mathematics education.
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Cathy L. Seeley, Ed.D.
Author, Educator,
and NCTM President
2004–2006

Raj Shah, Ph.D.
Founder of Math Plus
Academy, a STEM
enrichment program

ra_Interactive/NA/SE/Vol_1/007_662599_0_P1/Application_f ...

Today’s Standards

F.IF.7a, A.REI.10, F.LE.5
MP1, MP5

Study Tip:
mplete an Explore.

Positive and Negative
Slope To know whether
a line has a positive or
negative slope, read
the graph of the line
g(x)
just like you would
x
read a sentence, from
left to right. If the line
“goes uphill,” then the
slope is positive. If the
Using
Tables
, -5).
line “goes downhill,”
quation. Every then the slope is
ents a point on itsnegative.
ll its solutions.
Talk About It!

s. If the
ecimal if
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Reveal Math
teaches students
how to think—
not what to think!

What values of x might
Go Online
bea easiest
You can watch
video to use when
graphing
online to learn how to a linear
when the
find the slopeequation
of a
x-coefficient is a whole
nonvertical line.
number? Justify your
(x, y)
argument.

y

5/GO02573/Reveal_Algebra_Interactive/NA/SE/Vol_1/007_662599_0_P1/Application_f
f-0197
...
x

Talk About It!

g(x)

2).

ger Function

Why is the slope for
vertical lines always
undefined? Justify your
argument.
Talk About It!

range.

What do you notice
about the symmetry,
extrema, and end
behavior of the
Studyfunction?
Tip:
Exactness Although
5 are greater than or equal
TalktoAbout It!
only two points are
function
So, –1 is the greatest
integer
How is the value
needed to graph a
than –1, –0.75, or –0.5.
of a in an absolute
linear function, choosing
value functionthree
related
to five x-values
re greater than or equal to 0
to slope? Explain.
that are spaced out can
o, 0 is the greatest integer
verify that your graph is
r Lesson
than 0,4-2
0.5,• Rate
or 0.75.
of Change and Slope 223
correct.
Improve
e greater than or
equal to Communication
1
olute
While
Deepening Comprehension
o, 1 is the greatest
integer
r than 1, 1.25, orTalk
1.5. About It! prompts build mathematical
Lesson 4-1 • Graphing Linear Functions 209
Watch Out!
discourse skills as students
learn to clarify
are greater than or equal to
Greatesttheir
Integer
their
thinking
and
defend
rationale.
So, 2 is the greatest integer
Function When finding
r than 2,PDF
2.25,Pass
or 2.75.
the value of a greatest
integer function, do not
y
round to the nearest
sson 4-1_A1
integer. Instead, always
PDF Pass
round nonintegers
Lesson 4-7 • Absolute Value Functions down
269 to the greatest
O
x
integer that is not
greater than the
number.

nnect them with a line.
are between integers.

Teach the Value of Perseverance
Problems with multiple solution paths encourage
productive struggle and challenge student thinking.

PDF Pass

Cheryl
R. Tobey, M.Ed.
y
Mathematics Program Director
at Maine Mathematics and
Science Alliance (MMSA)

O

x

Nevels Nevels, Ph.D.
PK–12 Mathematics
Curriculum Coordinator for
Hazelwood School District

Dinah Zike, M.Ed.
President of Dinah.com in
San Antonio, Texas, and
Dinah Zike Academy

Walter Secada, Ph.D.
Professor of Teaching
and Learning at the
University of Miami
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What If Math Class Were the Most
Exciting Class of the Day? It Can Be!
Reveal Math Integrated supports both low-tech and high-tech classrooms.
The blended print and digital instructional model captures the best of
both modalities and brings them together in a seamless experience
that makes math meaningful for your students.

Web

Sketchpad ®

Visualize Math
Concepts in Action
Web Sketchpad® activities
included with the program
enhance understanding by
dynamically demonstrating
math concepts in action.

Prepare Students
for Computer-Based Testing
Technology-enhanced items provide
students the valuable practice they need
to master computer-based assessments.
These items include:
• Drag-and-drop
• Equation editor problems
• Multiselect
• Open response
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Utilize Digital Tools
for Problem-Solving
Embedded within lessons, this convenient
collection of eTools builds a bridge from
conceptual understanding to procedural fluency.
It includes:
• Number Line Tool
• Coordinate Graphing Tool
• Transformations Tool
• Algebra Tiles Tool

Explore, Model, and Apply Math
The best-in-class Desmos scientific calculator,
easily accessible in Reveal Math Integrated,
allows students to utilize the same resource that
appears on many common standardized tests.

Motivate with Truly
Enjoyable Technology
Designed with student engagement in mind,
the digital resources in Reveal Math Integrated
include animations, videos, and interactive
problems to enhance context and learning.
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Drive Learning with
Student-Centered Instructional Tools
In Reveal Math Integrated, the Teacher Edition centers around opportunities to
promote mathematical discourse, collaboration, and a positive student mindset.
F.IF.7b,F.IF.7b,
F.BF.3 F.BF.3
1 CONCEPTUAL
1 CONCEPTUAL
UNDERSTANDING
UNDERSTANDING 2 FLUENCY
2 FLUENCY 3 APPLICATION
3 APPLICATION

Develop Habits of Mind with
Standards for Mathematical
Practices Tips
These strategies illustrate ways
teachers can integrate the practices
in their classroom in a practical and
meaningful way.
Encourage Student Discourse
Questions for Mathematical
Discourse provide point-of-use
discussion prompts that teachers
can use to facilitate classroom
discussion.
Identify Student Misconceptions
Common Error tips help teachers
identify where students may be
making mistakes.

1 CONCEPTUAL
1 CONCEPTUAL
UNDERSTANDING
UNDERSTANDING 2 FLUENCY
2 FLUENCY

3 APPLICATION
3 APPLICATION

Example
Example
4 Identify
4 Identify
Absolute
Absolute
Value
Value
Functions
Functions
fromfrom
Graphs
Graphs

ExampleExample
4 Identify4Absolute
Identify Absolute
Value Functions
Value Functions
from Graphs
from Graphs
Use the graph
Useof
the
the
graph
function
of the
to function
write its to write its
equation. equation.

the Mathematical
the Mathematical
Practices
Practices
MP Teaching
MP Teaching
1 Explain
1 Explain
Correspondences
Correspondences
Encourage
Encourage
students
students
to explain
to explain
the the
relationships
relationships
between
between
the graph
theand
graph
its and
equation
its equation
used inused
this in this
example.
example.

y

The graph isThe
thegraph
translation
is the of
translation
the parent
ofgraph
the parentf(x)
graph
1 unit to the1right.
unit to the right.
O

y

f(x)

g(x)

g(x)

xO

x

General
for equation
a
for a
g(x) = |x - hg(x)
| = |x - h| General equation
horizontal translation
horizontal translation

g(x) = |x - 1g(x)
1 unit
vertex
to theis 1 unit to the
| = |x - 1| The vertex isThe
right of the origin.
right of the origin.

Questions
Questions
for Mathematical
for Mathematical
Discourse
Discourse

ExampleExample
5 Identify5Absolute
Identify Absolute
Value Functions
Value Functions
from Graphs
from(Multiple
Graphs Translations)
(Multiple Translations)

AL What
AL translation
What translation
is shown
is shown
on the graph?
on the graph?
a horizontal
a horizontal
shift of shift
1 to of 1 to

Use the graph
Useof
the
the
graph
function
of the
to function
write its to write its
equation. equation.

the right
the right

OL Does
OL this
Does
indicate
this indicate
that thethat
value
thebeing
valueadded
being or
added
subtracted
or subtracted
should should

f(x)
The graph isThe
a translation
graph is a of
translation
the parent
ofgraph
the parent graph
2 units to the
2 units
left and
to the
5 units
left and
down.
5 units down.

go inside
go or
inside
outside
or outside
the absolute
the absolute
value symbols?
value symbols?
inside inside

k |x - h| General
+k
equation
General
for equation
a
for a
g(x) = |x - hg(x)
| +=

BL A classmate
BL A classmate
argues argues
that thethat
function
the function
should should
be f(x) =
be|xf(x)+=1| |x + 1|

g(x) = |x - (-2)
g(x) |=+|xk - (-2)
The
k
isThe
2 units
vertex
leftis 2 units left
| +vertex

y

f(x)
xO

g(x)

x

g(x)

translations translations

of the origin. of the origin.

since the
since
shiftthe
is shift
in theispositive
in the positive
direction.
direction.
ExplainExplain
why thiswhy
is this is
incorrect.
incorrect.
SampleSample
answer:answer:
Translations
Translations
are written
are written
in the form
in the form
f(x) = |xf(x)– =
h| |x
+ –k,h|so+f(x)k, =
so|xf(x)+=1| |x
would
+ 1| be
would
f(x) =
be|xf(x)– =
(–1)|,
|x – (–1)|,
which would
which be
would
a horizontal
be a horizontal
shift to shift
the left.
to the left.

g(x) = |x - (-2)
g(x) |=+|x(-5)
- (-2)
The
(-5) isThe
5 units
vertex
down
is 5ofunits
the origin.
down of the origin.
| +vertex
g(x) = |x + 2g(x)
5 |x + 2| Simplify.
-5
| -=

Simplify.

Learn Dilations
Learn Dilations
of Absolute
of Absolute
Value Functions
Value Functions

Common
Common
Error Error
Some students
Some students
may write
maythe
write
equation
the equation
using ausing
plus sign
a plus
instead
sign instead
of a minus
of a minus
sign. Remind
sign. Remind
them that
them
once
thatthey
once
determine
they determine
how many
howunits
manyand
units
in what
and in what
direction
direction
the graph
theisgraph
translated,
is translated,
they need
theytoneed
subtract
to subtract
that number
that number
from x. from x.

Example
Example
5 Identify
5 Identify
Absolute
Absolute
Value
Value
Functions
Functions
fromfrom
Graphs
Graphs
(Multiple
(Multiple
Translations)
Translations)
Questions
Questions
for Mathematical
for Mathematical
Discourse
Discourse

y

O

Talk AboutTalk
It! About It!
Multiplying by
Multiplying
a constant
byaa after
constant
evaluating
a afteran
evaluating
absolutean
value
absolute
function
value function
How is the value
How is the value
creates a vertical
creates
change,
a vertical
either
change,
a stretch
either
or acompression.
stretch or compression.
of a in an absolute
of a in an absolute
value function
value
related
function related
Key ConceptKey
• Vertical
Concept
Dilations
• Vertical
of Absolute
Dilations Value
of Absolute
Functions
Value Functions
to slope? Explain.
to slope? Explain.
If |a| > 1, theIfgraph
ofthe
f(x) graph
= |x| isofstretched
f(x) = |x| is
vertically.
stretched vertically.
|a| > 1,
If 0 < |a| < 1,If the
0 <graph
ofthe
f(x) graph
= |x| isofcompressed
f(x) = |x| is compressed
vertically. vertically.
|a| < 1,
Sample answer:
Sample
Theanswer: The

value of a determines
value of a determines

When an input
When
is multiplied
an input isby
multiplied
a constant
byaa before
constant
forathe
before
absolute
for the absolute the slope of the
eachslope
partof each part
value is evaluated,
value is aevaluated,
horizontalachange
horizontal
occurs.
change occurs.
of the graph.ofThe
the graph. The
Key ConceptKey
• Vertical
Concept
Dilations
• Vertical
of Absolute
Dilations Value
of Absolute
Functions
Value Functions

If |a| > 1, theIf graph
f(x) graph
= |x| isofcompressed
f(x) = |x| is compressed
horizontally. horizontally.
|a| > 1,ofthe
If 0 < |a| < 1,If the
0 <graph
ofthe
f(x) graph
= |x| isofstretched
f(x) = |x| is
horizontally.
stretched horizontally.
|a| < 1,

function y =function
a|x| can y = a|x| can
also be written
alsoasbe written as
ax it x ≥ 0 ax it x ≥ 0
f(x) = { f(x) = {
-ax if x < 0-ax if x < 0
where a andwhere
-a are
a and -a are
the slopes ofthe
theslopes
rays. of the rays.

Go Online YouGo
can
Online
complete
You can
an Extra
complete
Example
an Extra
online.
Example online.
Lesson 4-7 • Absolute
Lesson 4-7
Value
• Absolute
Functions
Value
269
Functions

Interactive
Interactive
Presentation
Presentation

267_280_RM_INT1_S_M04_L07_700687.indd
267_280_RM_INT1_S_M04_L07_700687.indd
269
269

269
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AL How
ALdoHow
you do
know
youthat
know
thisthat
graph
thisrepresents
graph represents
a function
a function
with more
with more

than one
than
transformation?
one transformation?
SampleSample
answer:answer:
The vertex
The is
vertex
not on
is not on
an axis.an axis.

OL How
OLmany
Howtransformations
many transformations
are there,
areand
there,
what
andtype
what
aretype
they?
are they?

2; Sample
2; Sample
answer:answer:
a horizontal
a horizontal
translation
translation
of 2 units
of 2tounits
the left
to the
andleft and
a vertical
a vertical
translation
translation
of 5 units
of 5down
units down

BL What
BL are
What
theare
coordinates
the coordinates
of the vertex?
of the vertex?
(–2, –5)(–2, –5)

How does
Howidentifying
does identifying
the coordinates
the coordinates
help you
help
solve
youthe
solve the
problem?
problem?
SampleSample
answer:answer:
I can use
I can
theuse
x-coordinate
the x-coordinate
for h and
forthe
h and the
y-coordinate
y-coordinate
for k in for
thekequation
in the equation
g(x) = |x
g(x)– =
h| |x
+ –k.h| + k.

Integrate Technology
in a Way That Makes Sense
User-friendly tips in the Teacher
Edition suggest when and how to
integrate technology purposefully.

Learn
Learn
Dilations
Dilations
of Absolute
of Absolute
Value
Value
Functions
Functions
Objective
Objective
Students
Students
identifyidentify
the effect
theon
effect
the graph
on theof
graph
an absolute
of an absolute
value function
value function
by
by
replacing
replacing
f (x) withf (x)
af (x)
with
oraff(ax).
(x) or f(ax).
the Mathematical
the Mathematical
Practices
Practices
MP Teaching
MP Teaching
6 Communicate
6 Communicate
Precisely
Precisely
Encourage
Encourage
students
students
to routinely
to routinely
write write
or explain
or explain
their solution
their solution
methods.
methods.
Point out
Point
thatout
they
that
should
they should
use use
clear definitions
clear definitions
when they
when
discuss
they discuss
their solutions
their solutions
with others.
with others.

Example Example
4
4
TAP

TAP

Students Students
tap on thetap
graph
on the
to see
graph
theto see the
parent function.
parent function.
CHECK CHECK

Students Students
completecomplete
the Checkthe
online
Check
to online to
determinedetermine
whether they
whether
are ready
they are
to ready to
move on.move on.

Lesson Lesson
4-7 • Absolute
4-7 • Absolute
Value Functions
Value Functions
269 269

267_280_RM_INT1_T_M04_L07_700693.indd
267_280_RM_INT1_T_M04_L07_700693.indd
269
269

07/05/19 2:40
07/05/19
AM 2:40 AM

Online Professional Learning Support: Ready When You Are
Reveal Math Integrated
features a digital library of selfpaced professional learning
videos and modules, including:
6

Program Implementation Support
The Quick Start eLearning Module
explains program basics.
Plan, Teach, and Assess eLearning
Modules provide deep-dives of
the program instructional model
and resources.

Digital Platform Support
The Technical Support Resource
Library provides step-by-step
instructions for the digital tools.

5. y < 3

2. y = -x + 6

6. x + y ≥ 1
7. 3x - y > 6

4. 3y - 2x = -12

8. x + 2y ≤ 5

•
•
•
•
•

McGraw-Hill Education

1. x + 2y = 4
3. 3x + 5y = 15

How Did You Do?
Which exercises did you answer correctly in the Quick Check? Shade those exercise numbers below.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

You can use the Real Numbers and Linear Equations and Systems of Linear
Equations and Matrices topics in ALEKS to find out what you know about linear equations,
inequalities, and systems and what you are ready to learn. Ask your teacher if ALEKS is a
part of your program.

ALEKS is an adaptive, personalized learning environment that identifies
precisely what each student knows and is ready to learn, ensuring
student success at all levels.

72 Module 2 • Linear Equations, Inequalities, and Systems

Program: Reveal Math

Component: Module 2 Intro CO_A2

Vendor: Aptara

Grade: 9-12, SE

Adding polynomials
Writing equations and inequalities
Writing systems of inequalities
Writing systems of three equations
Writing in set-builder and interval notation

You may want to use the Real Numbers and Linear Equations, Lines
and Functions, Systems of Linear Equations and Matrices sections to
ensure student success in this module.

PDF Pass

Mindset Matters
Reward Effort, Not Talent
When adults praise students for their hard work toward a solution, rather
than praising them for being smart or talented, it supports students’
development of a growth mindset. Reward actions like hard work,
determination, and perseverance instead of traits like inherent skill or talent.

Fuel Growth by Encouraging
a Positive Mindset
Mindset Matters tips at the
beginning of each module provide
strategies for encouraging a growth
mindset and productive approaches
to problem-solving.

How Can I Apply It?
Have students complete the Performance Task for the module. Allow
students a forum to discuss their process or strategy that they used and
give them positive feedback on their diligence in completing the task.

3 REFLECT
3 REFLECT
AND PRACTICE
AND PRACTICE

F.IF.7b, F.BF.3
F.IF.7b, F.BF.3

1 CONCEPTUAL
1 UNDERSTANDING
CONCEPTUAL UNDERSTANDING2 FLUENCY 2 FLUENCY
3 APPLICATION
3 APPLICATION

Practice
and
Homework
and
72 Module 2Practice
• Linear Equations,
Inequalities,
andHomework
Systems
SuggestedSuggested
Assignments
Assignments
Use the table
Use
below
the table
to select
below
appropriate
to select appropriate
exercises. exercises.
DOK
1, 2

DOK

Topic

Topic

exercises
1, 2 that
exercises
mirror the
thatexamples
mirror the examples

Practice

Describe the translation
Describe
in g(x)the
as translation
it relates toin
the
g(x)
graph
as itof
relates
the parent
to thefunction.
graph of the parent function.
1. g(x) = |x| - 5

1–35

1–35

2

Vendor:
Aptara
exercises
2 that
exercises
extend that
concepts
extend
learned
concepts
in this
learned
this
43–48
Grade: in
9-12,
TE
lesson to new
lesson
contexts
to new contexts

43–48

exercises
3 that
exercises
emphasize
that higher-order
emphasize higher-order
and critical and49–52
critical
thinking skills
thinking skills

49–52

PDF Pass

Examples 4 and 5

•
•
•
•
•

7.

8.
f(x)

f(x)

8.

O

x

O

xO

x

10.

f(x) = |x + 2| f(x) = |x + 1| - 2
y10.

11.

y

O x

f(x) = |x + 5|

BL

9.
f(x)

f(x)

9.

O

xO

x

f(x) = |x + 1f(x)
2 |x| – 3
|-=

f(x)

11.

O

x

12.
f(x)

O

x

f(x) = |x| – 3
12.

f(x)

O

f(x)

xO

f(x)

O

x

x

Provide In-the-Moment Differentiation
An Assess and Differentiate feature
at the end of each lesson provides
suggestions to reach every learner.

O x

f(x) = |x + 5| f(x) = |x| + 1

f(x) = |x| + 1f(x) = |x - 4| - 2

f(x) = |x - 4| - 2

Examples 6 through 8 Examples 6 through 8

Describe the dilation Describe
in g(x) asthe
it relates
dilation
toin
the
g(x)
graph
as itof
relates
the parent
to thefunction.
graph of the parent function.
2

2

13. g(x) = __
5 |x|

13. g(x) = __
x| g(x) = |0.7x|
14. g(x) = |0.7x
15.| g(x) = 1.3|x|
15. g(x) = 1.3|x|
5 |14.
The graph of g(x) is a The graph of g(x)
The is
graph
a of g(x) is a The graph ofThe
g(x)graph
is a of g(x) is a The graph of g(x) is a
vertical compression vertical compression
horizontal stretch
horizontal stretch
vertical stretch
vertical stretch
of the parent function. of the parent of
function.
the parent function. of the parentoffunction.
the parent function. of the parent function.

• Practice, Exercises
• Practice,1–47
Exercises
odd, 49–52
1–47 odd, 49–52
• Extension:• Parametric
Extension: Equations
Parametric Equations
Absolute
Functions
Value Functions
•
• Absolute Value

| |

| |

5
5
1
17. g(x) = __
x g(x) = __
18. g(x) = __
16. g(x) = |3x17.
| g(x) = __61 x
4 |x|
4 |x|
618.
The graph of g(x) is a The graph of g(x)
The is
graph
a of g(x) is a The graph ofThe
g(x)graph
is a of g(x) is a The graph of g(x) is a
horizontal compressionhorizontal compression
horizontal stretch
horizontal stretch
vertical stretch
vertical stretch
of the parent function. of the parent of
function.
the parent function. of the parentoffunction.
the parent function of the parent function

16. g(x) = |3x|

OL

Practice, Exercises
• Practice,1–51
Exercises
odd 1–51 odd
Remediation,
• Remediation,
Review Resources:
Review Absolute
Resources:
Value
Absolute
and Distance
Value and Distance
Personal Tutors
• Personal Tutors
Extra Examples
• Extra1–15
Examples 1–15
Comparing
and Signed
Comparing
Numbers
Signed Numbers
• Plotting andPlotting

IF students score
IF students
65% orscore
less 65%
on the
or Checks,
less on the Checks,
THEN assign:
THEN assign:

f(x)

f(x) = |x + 2|

Use the dataUse
from
thethe
data
Checks
from the
to determine
Checks towhether
determine
to provide
whether to provide
resources for
resources
extension,
forremediation,
extension, remediation,
or intervention.
or intervention.

•
•
•
•
•

Examples 4 and 5

Use the graph of the Use
function
the graph
to write
of the
its equation.
function to write its equation.

ASSESS AND
ASSESS
DIFFERENTIATE
AND DIFFERENTIATE

IF students score
IF students
66%–89%
scoreon
66%–89%
the Checks,
on the Checks,
THEN assign:
THEN assign:

Address Student Needs Based on
Their Depth of Knowledge (DOK)
DOK charts in the Teacher Edition
recommend which exercises to assign
to students based on their needs.

5. g(x) = |x| 6.
+ 1g(x) = |x - 8|
6. g(x) = |x - 8|
The graph of g(x) is theThe graph of g(x)
The is
graph
the of g(x) is theThe graph ofThe
g(x)graph
is theof g(x) is theThe graph of g(x) is the
parent function translated
parent function
parent
translated
function translated
parent function
parent
translated
function translated
parent function translated
1 unit left and 3 units down.
1 unit left and13unit
units
up.down.
1 unit up. 8 units right.
8 units right.

7.

BL

2. g(x) = |x +
3. 6g(x)
| = |x - 2| + 7 3. g(x) = |x - 2| + 7

5. 1|g(x)
- 3= |x| + 1
4. g(x) = |x + 1| - 3 4. g(x) = |x +

Reveal
Math
Component:
Module
exercises
2 that
exercises
use a variety
that Program:
use
of skills
a variety
from
ofthis
skills
lesson
from
this26–42
lessonOpener_A2
26–42

IF students score
IF students
90% or
score
more90%
on the
or more
Checks,
on the Checks,
THEN assign:
THEN assign:

1. g(x) = |x| 2.
- 5g(x) = |x + 6|

The graph of g(x) is theThe graph of g(x)
The is
graph
the of g(x) is theThe graph ofThe
g(x)graph
is theof g(x) is theThe graph of g(x) is the
parent function translated
parent function
parent
translated
function translated
parent function
parent
translated
function translated
parent function translated
5 units down.
5 units down.6 units left.
6 units left. 2 units right and 7 units2 down.
units right and 7 units down.

Exercises Exercises

2

3

Go Online You can complete
Go your
Online
homework
You can online.
complete your homework online.

Practice

Examples 1 through 3 Examples 1 through 3

AL

OL

Lesson 4-7 • Absolute Value
Lesson
Functions
4-7 • Absolute
277 Value Functions
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Examples 9 through 11 Examples 9 through 11

19–24.
Seefunction.
margin. 19–24. See margin.
Describe the reflection
Describe
in g(x) as
theitreflection
relates toin
the
g(x)
graph
as itof
relates
the parent
to thefunction.
graph of the
parent
19. g(x) = -3|x|

19. g(x) = -3
20.|x|g(x) = -|x| - 2

22. g(x) = -|x - 7| + 22.
3 g(x) = 23.
7| +
= 3|-2x|
|x -g(x)

AL

Practice, Exercises
• Practice,1–35
Exercises
odd 1–35 odd
Remediation,
• Remediation,
Review Resources:
Review Absolute
Resources:
Value
Absolute
and Distance
Value and Distance
Quick Review
• Quick
MathReview
Handbook:
Math Special
Handbook:
Functions
Special Functions
ArriveMATH
• ArriveMATH
Take AnotherTake
Look
Another Look
Comparing
and Signed
Comparing
Numbers
Signed Numbers
• Plotting andPlotting

1

21. g(x) = |- _
4 x|

2

24. g(x) = - __
3 |x|

1

20. g(x) = -21.
2 = |- _
|x| -g(x)
4 x|

2

23. g(x) = |-2x
24. |g(x) = - __
3 |x|

Examples 12 through 14Examples 12 through 14

State the
each
domain
function.
andState
range.
the 25–33.
domainSee
andmargin.
range.
USE TOOLS Graph each
USEfunction.
TOOLS Graph

|

|

1

25. g(x) = |x + 2| + 3 25. g(x) = |26.
x+2
g(x)
1
g(x) = |2x
27.- f(x)
2| +
=1 __
| +=3 |2x - 2| + 26.
2x - 2

1

28. f(x) = |2x
29.-f(x)
1| = __
2 |x| + 2

28. f(x) = |2x - 1|

25–33. See margin.

|

|

1
27. f(x) = __
2x - 2

1

29. f(x) = __
x| + h(x)
2 = -2|x - 3| +
30.
2 h(x) = -2|x - 3| + 2
2 |30.

2

3

2

3

__ x +
31. f(x) = -4|x + 2| -31.
3 f(x) = -4
32.
g(x)
2|=
-3__
32.
1 g(x) = -33.
6|=
-1_
33.
1 h(x) = -_
|x +
4 |x - 8| +
4 |x - 8| + 1
3 |x + 6| 3 | h(x)

Example 15

Example 15

Determine an absolute
Determine
value function
an absolute
that models
value function
each situation.
that models each situation.

Answers Answers
19. The graph
19.ofThe
g(x)graph
is a reflection
of g(x) isof
a reflection
the parentoffunction
the parent
across
function
the x-axis
across the x-axis
and a verticaland
stretch.
a vertical stretch.

escalator
ESCALATORS
travels atAn
a escalator
TRAVEL
at The
a graph
models
TRAVEL
the The
distance,
graph models the distance,
35.travels
35.
34. ESCALATORS An 34.
constant speed. The graph
constant
models
speed.
theThe graph models
in miles,the
a car travelinginfrom
miles,
Chicago,
a car traveling from Chicago,
escalator’s distance, inescalator’s
floors, from
distance,
the
in floors,
Illinois
from isthe
from Annapolis,
Illinois
Maryland,
is fromwhere
Annapolis, Maryland, where
second floor x seconds
second
after leaving
floor x seconds
the
afterxleaving
is the number
the
of hours
x issince
the number
the car of hours since the car
− 2| floor. y = |0.1x − 2|departed from Chicago,
y = Chicago,
65|10 − x|
ground floor. y = |0.1x
ground
departed
Illinois. from
Illinois. y = 65|10 − x|
6

20. The graph
20.ofThe
g(x)graph
is a reflection
of g(x) isof
a reflection
the parentoffunction
the parent
across
function
the x-axis
across the x-axis
and translated
and2 translated
units down.2 units down.

−40 −20

21. The graph
21.ofThe
g(x)graph
is a reflection
of g(x) isof
a reflection
the parentoffunction
the parent
across
function
the y-axis
across the y-axis
and a horizontal
and stretch.
a horizontal stretch.
22. The graph
22.ofThe
g(x)graph
is a reflection
of g(x) isof
a reflection
the parentoffunction
the parent
across
function
the x-axis
across the x-axis
and translated
and7 units
translated
right and
7 units
3 units
rightup.
and 3 units up.
23. The graph
23.ofThe
g(x)graph
is a reflection
of g(x) isof
a reflection
the parentoffunction
the parent
across
function
the y-axis
across the y-axis
and a horizontal
and compression.
a horizontal compression.
24. The graph
24.ofThe
g(x)graph
is a reflection
of g(x) isof
a reflection
the parentoffunction
the parent
across
function
the x-axis
across the x-axis
and a verticaland
compression.
a vertical compression.

y

6

y

200

y

200

4

4

150

150

2

2

100

100

O

50

50

O
−2

20

40 x −40 −20

20

40 x

−2

O

4

8

12

x

O

−4

−4

−50

−50

−6

−6

−100

−100

Mixed Exercises

y

4

8

12

x

Mixed Exercises

MODELING Graph each
MODELING
function.Graph
State the
each
domain
function.
andState
range.
theDescribe
domain how
and range.
each Describe how each

graph is related to itsgraph
parentisgraph.
related 36–38.
to its parent
graph.
See Mod
4 Answer
36–38.
Appendix.
See Mod 4 Answer Appendix.
3 f(x) = -4
37.
f(x)2=
3|
36. f(x) = -4|x - 2| +36.
|x | +|2x

278

37. f(x) = |2x
38.
| f(x) = |2x + 5|

38. f(x) = |2x + 5|

Module 4 • Linear 278
and Nonlinear
ModuleFunctions
4 • Linear and Nonlinear Functions
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Ongoing Pedagogy Support
• Classroom Videos model
lessons from a real classroom.
• Math Misconception Videos
address common misconceptions
and strategies to help students
overcome them.

07/05/19 2:40 AM07/05/19 2:40 AM

• Content and Pedagogy Videos provide
tips for teaching difficult math concepts.
• Interviews with Experts examine the
“why” behind the math and best practices.
• Content Progression Resources show
the progression of math concepts from
elementary through high school math.
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Reveal Math Integrated Meets You Where
You Are and Goes Where You’re Growing
Lesson Model

Launch
WARM UP

Explore and Develop
LAUNCH THE LESSON

The Warm Up covers the
prerequisite skills needed
for the lesson.

In Launch the Lesson, teachers
utilize a hook to engage students
and pique their interest.

Teachers can also project
the “What Vocabulary Will
You Learn?” and “Today’s
Standards” slides to review
what topics will be covered in
the lesson with their class.

Talk About It! prompts initiate
student thinking about the lesson
content.

EXPLORE
Students complete rich tasks in online
Explore activities while working in
collaborative groups, allowing them to share
ideas and approaches with their peers.
Study Tips and Watch Out! tips in the
print Interactive Student Edition help focus
student attention.
Explore

Warm Up

Launch
the Lesson

Lesson 4-4

Transformations of Linear Functions
Today’s Goals
●

Explore Transforming Linear Functions

●

Online Activity Use graphing technology to complete an Explore.
●

INQUIRY How does performing an operation

on a linear function change its graph?

Apply translations to
linear functions.
Apply dilations to linear
functions.
Apply reflections to
linear functions.

Today’s Vocabulary
family of graphs
parent function
identity function

Learn Translations of Linear Functions
A family of graphs includes graphs and equations of graphs that have
at least one characteristic in common. The parent function is the
simplest of the functions in a family.
The family of linear functions includes all lines, with the parent function
f (x) = x also called the identity function. A transformation moves the
graph on the coordinate plane, which can create new linear functions.
One type of transformation is a translation. A translation is a
transformation in which a figure is slid from one position to another
without being turned. A linear function can be slid up, down, left, right,
or in two directions.

transformation
translation
dilation
reflection

Study Tip
Slope When translating
a linear function, the
graph of the function
moves from one location
to another, but the slope
remains the same.

Vertical Translations
When a constant k is added to a linear function f (x), the result is a
vertical translation. The y-intercept of f (x) is translated up or down.
Key Concept • Vertical Translations of Linear Functions

The graph g(x) = x + k is the graph of f (x) = x translated vertically.
If k > 0, the graph of f (x) is
translated k units up.

If k < 0, the graph of f (x) is
translated |k| units down.

y

y

k=0

k>0
k=0
O

x

O

x

k<0

Every point on the graph of f(x)
moves k units up.

Watch Out!
Translations of f (x)
When a translation is
the only transformation
performed on the
identity function,
adding a constant
before or after
evaluating the function
has the same effect on
the graph. However,
when more than one
type of transformation
is applied, this will not
be the case.

Every point on the graph of f(x)
moves |k| units down.
Lesson 4-4 • Transformations of Linear Functions
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GROUP ACTIVITY
CLASS ACTIVITY
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Teachers can project
the digital features,
or students can
access them on their
own devices.
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The abundant print and digital resources within Reveal Math Integrated
intersect in a meaningful way to heighten the learning experience.
Interactive print and digital tools increase student engagement while
simultaneously deepening comprehension. The Reveal Math Integrated
classroom is an active classroom experience that brings math to life!

Reflect and Practice
LEARN

EXAMPLES & CHECK

EXIT TICKET

In the Learn portion
of the lesson, students’
understanding is
formalized through
guided instruction.

Students work through one or
more Examples tied to the key
concepts, followed by a quick
Check (formative assessment) to
measure their understanding.

The Exit Ticket provides a
quick formative assessment
opportunity that encourages
students to reflect on their
learning.

Teachers can use the
aligned print and digital
content to create the most
effective instructional
pathway for their students.

Examples and Checks can be
completed in the print Interactive
Student Edition or online. When
Checks are completed online,
performance data is instantly
captured for the teacher.

Write About It! prompts
provide an opportunity for
students to integrate writing
skills in the math classroom.

Learn

Students complete the
Practice either online or
in their print Interactive
Student Edition to apply
what they’ve learned and
build procedural fluency.
When the Practice
is completed online,
performance data is
instantly captured for
the teacher.

Exit Ticket

Example 1 Vertical Translations of Linear Functions
Think About It!
What do you notice
about the y-intercepts
of vertically translated
functions compared to
the y-intercept of the
parent function?

PRACTICE

Describe the translation in g(x) = x - 2 as it relates to the graph of
the parent function.
Graph the parent graph for linear
functions.

f(x) - 2

(x, g(x))

-2

x

-2

-4

(-2, -4)

0

0

-2

1

1

-1

Since f(x) = x, g(x) = f(x) + k
where k = -2.

f(x)

(0, -2)
(1, -1)

g(x) = x - 2 → f(x) + (-2)
y

The constant k is not grouped with x,
so k affects the output, or y-values.
The value of k is less than 0, so the graph of
f(x) = x is translated |-2| units down, or
2 units down.

f(x)

O

x

g(x)

g(x) = x - 2 is the translation of the graph of
the parent function 2 units down.

Check
Describe the translation in g(x) = x - 1 as it relates to the graph of
the parent function.
The graph of g(x) = x - 1 is a translation of the graph of the parent
?
.
function 1 unit

Horizontal Translations
Go Online
You can watch a video
to see how to describe
translations of functions.

When a constant h is subtracted from the x-value before the
function f (x) is performed, the result is a horizontal translation.
The x-intercept of f (x) is translated right or left.
Key Concept • Horizontal Translations of Linear Functions

The graph g(x) = (x − h) is the graph of f (x) = x translated horizontally.
If h < 0, the graph of f (x) is
translated |h| units left.

If h > 0, the graph of f (x) is
translated h units right.
y

y

h=0

Go Online
You may want to
complete the Concept
Check to check your
understanding.

h<0
h=0

O

x

O

x

h>0

Every point on the graph of f (x)
moves h units right.

Every point on the graph of f (x)
moves |h| units left.

Go Online You can complete an Extra Example online.

240 Module 4 • Linear and Nonlinear Functions
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Example 2 Horizontal Translations of Linear Functions

Think About It!

Describe the translation in g(x) = (x + 5) as it relates to the graph of
the parent function.
Graph the parent graph for linear
functions.

x

x+5

-2

Since f(x) = x, g(x) = f(x-h)
where h = -5.

3

f(x + 5)

(x, g(x))

3

(-2, 3)

0

5

5

1

6

6

g(x) = (x + 5) → g(x) = f(x - (-5))

(0, 5)

Practice

239_250_HSM_NA_S_A1M04_L04_662599_138582.indd Page 247 5/22/18 10:04 PM
/115/GO02573/Reveal_Algebra_Interactive/NA/SE/Vol_1/007_662599_0_P1/Application_f
f-0197
...

What do you notice
about the x-intercepts
of horizontally
translated functions
compared to the
x-intercept of the
parent function?

Name

Period

Practice

Go Online You can complete your homework online.

Describe the translation in each function as it relates to the graph of the parent function.
1. g(x) = x + 11
12
9
6
3

(1, 6)
y

The constant h is grouped with x,
so k affects the input, or x-values. The
value of h is less than 0, so the graph of
f(x) = x is translated |-5| units left, or 5
units left.

−4

8

y

4

O

8x

4

−8

O

−4

−4

−4

−8

−8

4

8x

x

4. g(x) = (x + 12)
12
9
6
3
−12−9 −6 −3 O

The graph of g(x) = (x + 12) is a translation of the graph of the parent
?
.
function 12 units

x - 6 f(x - 6) f(x - 6) + 3 (x, g(x))

-5

(-2, -5)

-6

-3

(0, -3)

-5

-2

(1, -2)

-8

-8

0

-6

1

-5

Eleni described the
graph of g(x) = (x − 6)
+ 3 as the graph of the
parent function
translated down 3
units. Is she correct?
Explain your reasoning.

y

g(x) = (x - 6) + 3 → g(x) = f(x - 6) + 3

f(x)

The value of h is grouped with x and is
greater than 0, so the graph of f(x) = x is
translated 6 units right.

O

The value of k is not grouped with x and is
greater than 0, so the graph of f(x) = x is
translated 3 units up.

8

6. g(x) = (x - 9) + 5

y

8

4
3 6 9 12 x

−8

−4

O

y

4
4

8x

−8

O

−4

−4

−4

−8

−8

4

8x

Think About It!

Describe the translation in g(x) = (x - 6) + 3 as it relates to the
graph of the parent function.
-2

5. g(x) = (x + 10) - 1

y

−6
−9
−12

Example 3 Multiple Translations of Linear Functions

x

g(x)

Go Online You can complete an Extra Example online.
Lesson 4-4 • Transformations of Linear Functions

Example 4

7.

BOWLING The cost for Kendall to go bowling is $4 per game plus and additional

flat fee of $3.50 for the rental of bowling shoes. The cost can be modeled by
the function f(x) = 4x + 3.5, where x represents the number of games bowled.
Describe the graph of g(x) as it relates to f(x) if Kendall does not rent
bowling shoes.

8. SAVINGS Natalie has $250 in her savings account, into which she deposits $10 of
her allowance each week. The balance of her savings account can be modeled
by the function f(w) = 250 + 10w, where w represents the number of weeks.
Write a function g(w) to represent the balance of Natalie’s savings account if she
withdraws $40 to purchase a new pair of shoes. Describe the translation of f(w)
that results in g(w).
9. BOAT RENTAL The cost to rent a paddle boat at the county park is $8 per hour
plus a non-refundable deposit of $10. The cost can be modeled by the function
f(h) = 8h + 10, where h represents the number of hours the boat is rented.
Describe the graph of g(h) as it relates to f(t) if the non-refundable deposit
increases to $15.

g(x) = (x - 6) + 3 is the translation of the
graph of the parent function 6 units right and 3 units up.

239_250_RM_INT1_S_M04_L04_700687.indd 241

3. g(x) = (x - 7)

y

4
−8

f(x)
O

Describe the translation in g(x) = (x + 12) as it relates to the graph of
the parent function.

Since f(x) = x,
g(x) = f(x - h) + k
where h = 6 and k = 3.

8

3 6 9 12 x

−6
−9
−12

g(x)

Check

x

2. g(x) = x - 8

y

−12−9 −6 −3 O

g(x) = (x + 5) is the translation of the
graph of the parent function 5 units left.

Graph the parent graph for
linear functions.

Date

Examples 1 through 3

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education

Examples & Check
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Support Every Student
Reveal Math Integrated empowers teachers with the tools they need to provide in-themoment differentiation and deliver insightful instruction that reaches every learner.

Reveal the Power of Personalized Learning
ALEKS® is an online math solution for Grades 6–12 that uses adaptive technology
to identify and provide instruction on the topics each student is most ready to learn.
Through a continuous cycle of assessment, learning, and reinforcement, ALEKS
develops a personalized learning path for each student to ensure measurable success.
Benefits of Using ALEKS:

1 Assessm

• Provide standards-based instruction.

in g

arn

Le
ze

d

nt

e

10

m

• Access dynamic data at the student, class, school,
and district level to inform classroom instruction.

3

• Pie reports allow you to see which students know
the concepts in each module’s topic and adjust
instruction as appropriate.

e
orc
u s Re i n f

• Easily differentiate with remediation, on-level,
and enrichment opportunities.

ti n u o

• Offer bilingual courses in English and Spanish.

en
t

Co
n

• Focus on appropriate topics to prevent boredom
or frustration.

2

P

n
erso

a li

Student Edition

Student Edition

Student Edition

TM

TM

Integrated I

Integrated III

Language Development
Handbook
Build your vocabulary and notetaking skills!
• Concept Webs
• Cognate Charts

• Cornell Notes with
Sentence Frames
• Definition Maps

• Three-Column Charts
• Vocabulary Squares
• Word Cards

Language Development
Handbook

TM

Integrated II

Build your vocabulary and notetaking skills!
• Concept Webs
• Cognate Charts

Language Development
Handbook

• Cornell Notes with
Sentence Frames
• Definition Maps

• Three-Column Charts
• Vocabulary Squares
• Word Cards

Build your vocabulary and notetaking skills!
• Concept Webs
• Cognate Charts

• Cornell Notes with
Sentence Frames
• Definition Maps

Build Language Skills in
the Math Classroom

• Three-Column Charts
• Vocabulary Squares
• Word Cards

Resources for
Spanish Speakers

The Language Development Handbooks empower
teachers to meet the language needs of all learners.

• Language Development Handbook
(Teacher and Student Editions)

The Language Development Handbook Student
Edition includes:

• Spanish Personal Tutors

• Word Cards.
• Vocabulary Squares.
• Three-Column Charts
(with English/Spanish cognates).

• Multilingual eGlossary
• Full Audio Read
• ALEKS Bilingual Courses in Spanish

• Definition Maps.
• Concept Webs.
• Cornell Notes.
The Language Development
Handbook Teacher Edition includes:
• English Learner Instructional Strategies.
• English Language Development Leveled Activities.
• Multicultural Teacher Tips.
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Assessment
With Reveal Math Integrated, students apply their deep, authentic
learning to a variety of assessments in order to demonstrate that they can
explain both the what and the why of mathematics—not just the how.
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Module Resource
CHERYL TOBEY

Formative Assessment Math Probe
PR OBES Is It a Parallelogram?

MATH

Teach Students that Mistakes
Are an Opportunity for Growth
Each module features a Cheryl Tobey
Formative Assessment Math Probe—
exclusive to McGraw-Hill Education!
Students complete an activity that is designed
to target common misconceptions about a
particular mathematical concept. Teacher
resources include support for diagnosing and
correcting these misconceptions.

Analyze the Probe
Review the probe prior to assigning it to your students.
In this probe, students will determine which graphs are parallelograms and explain their
choices.
Targeted Concepts Understand what information is sufficient or appropriate for a figure
to represent a parallelogram.
Targeted Misconceptions
• Students may overgeneralize that any figure with parallel opposite sides is a
parallelogram.
• Students may assume right angles where they not labeled.
• Students may not know the properties of parallelograms, or they may not know the
information needed to prove that figures are parallelograms.

Collect and Assess Student Answers
If

the student selects
these responses...

1. no; 2. no; 3. yes; 4. no; 5. no;
6. no; 7. yes

NAME

Use the Probe after Lesson 7-3.

Then

DATE __________ PERIOD ___________

Cheryl Tobey Math Probe

the student likely...

Is It a Parallelogram?

Determine whether there is enough information given to prove that

1. yes
6. yes

believes that a parallelogram is any
figure
with parallel
opposite sides.
each
figure
is a parallelogram.

2. yes
5. yes

is assuming that the unlabeled angles
1. are right angles.

3. no
4. yes
7. no

does not have a solid understanding of the yes
properties no
of parallelograms and/or what
information is needed to prove that a figure is 9a parallelogram.

Circle yes or no.

Explain your choice.

Example: With only two right angles given as in Item 5, the figure could
also be like this: .

2.

Take Action
After the Probe Design a plan to address any possible misconceptions. You may wish to
yes
assign the following resources.

no

3.

Parallelograms and Trapezoids
•
• Lesson 7-3, Learns, Examples 1-2

Revisit the probe at the end of the module to be sure that your students no longer carry
these misconceptions.
yes

no

4.
yes

no

yes

no

5.
385b Module 7 • Quadrilaterals

6.
Program: Reveal Math
Vendor: Aptara

Component: Module Opener_07

Pdf Pass

Grade: 9-12, TE

yes

no

yes

no

7.

Cheryl Tobey Math Probe  Is It a Parallelogram?

© McGraw-Hill Education

Ensure Topic Mastery
LearnSmart®, included with Reveal Math
Integrated, provides students with access to
an online, interactive study tool.
LearnSmart assesses a student’s proficiency
and knowledge within a specific course,
tracks which topics have been mastered,
and identifies areas that need more study.
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Assessment
Options
Diagnostic Assessment
• Diagnostic and Placement
Test, with Scoring Guide
• Module Pretests
Formative Assessment
• Cheryl Tobey Formative
Assessment Math Probes

Drive Instruction
with Actionable Data
By drawing on performance data from student assessments
and activities, the Reveal Math Integrated reports and
recommendations provide teachers and administrators with
the information they need to monitor and adjust instruction
on a daily basis.
Activity Report

• Checks
• Exit Tickets
• Put It All Together
Summative Assessment
• Leveled Module Tests
• Module Review
• Module Vocabulary Tests
• End of Course Test

• Overall class or student average score

• Performance Tasks

• Overall class or student progress over time

• LearnSmart

• Performance by activity type (e.g., homework, quiz, exam)
• Average score per activity
Standards Report
Class and individual average score per standard, skill,
or objective.

PLUS—Build your own
assessments with access
to question banks featuring
technology-enhanced items.

Recommendations Report
Suggested resources that can be assigned to any student
in that group based on their performance.
Administrator Report
Activity, standards, progress, and usage reports.
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The K–12 Solution for
Today’s Mathematics Classroom
Reveal Math is a coherent, vertically aligned K–12 core math solution
that empowers educators to uncover the mathematician in every
student through powerful explorations, rich mathematical discourse,
and timely individualized learning opportunities.

COMING
SOON!

K–5

6–8

9–12

Integrated I

Integrated II

Integrated III

Learn more about Reveal Math Integrated
Visit revealmath.com to sample online and access a trial
of the digital resources, or contact your sales representative
at mheducation.com/contact to request a presentation.
SC.1030932

